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How Do You Best Communicate with Candidates
to Win Top Talent?
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There is nothing quite like the unique taste of Rivella – making it one of Switzerland’s favorite soft drink
brands. In addition to this iconic product, Rivella AG produces sodas and fruit juices under the Passaia
and Michel brands. To keep shop, café, and restaurant shelves stocked, Rivella relies on a team of just
254 highly motivated employees, so attracting top talent and fostering loyalty is a must. To help modernize
recruiting and build on its reputation as an employer of choice, Rivella decided to automate recruiting
processes and make them more transparent.
Working with smarht consulting AG, Rivella implemented the SAP® SuccessFactors® Recruiting solution,
replacing paper-based processes with fully digital workflows that connect applicants, hiring teams, and
line-of-business employees in real time. By digitalizing processes, Rivella can communicate with candidates
much more transparently, manage applications more effectively, and get the right recruits into the right
jobs to keep the drinks flowing.

Picture Credit | Rivella AG, Rothrist, Switzerland. Used with permission.
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For the maker of the iconic Swiss soft drink Rivella, success is not just about beverages, it’s about
people. With SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting, Rivella can communicate more effectively and
transparently with job applicants, strengthen its brand as an employer, and help HR find the talent
needed to keep the business running reliably – now and in the future.
Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Attract the right talent to serve the company in the years to come
• Make the company more appealing to potential candidates
• Strengthen Rivella’s brand as a top employer
• Minimize the administrative burden by digitalizing and automating paper-based processes
Why SAP and smahrt consulting AG
• Cloud-based solution that removes the need to invest in hardware, keeping costs low
• Strong security features to keep sensitive data secure
• Ease of integration with core SAP business applications
• Simple, intuitive user interface
• Top-notch project management services and support from smahrt consulting AG
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After: Value-Driven Results
• Replaced paper-based processes with digital recruiting workflows
• Increased visibility and transparency of recruitment requirements and the talent pool
• Improved communication between candidates and HR, boosting brand perception
• Enabled one-click responses, keeping candidates informed throughout the application process
• Accelerated recruiting processes, helping attract new talent to jobs when its is needed most
• Reduced the administrative workload by 50%, enabling HR staff to focus on value-added tasks

“We simply couldn’t do without SAP SuccessFactors Recruiting – it has
significantly improved the way we communicate with applicants.”
Markus Krienbühl, Head of HR, Rivella AG
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Learn more about how Rivella is winning
top talent.
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